This paper presents novel methods for classifying images based on knowledge discovered from annotated images using WordNet. The novelty of this work is the automatic class discovery and the classifier combination using the extracted knowledge. The extracted knowledge is a network of concepts (e.g., image clusters and word-senses) with associated image and text examples. Concepts that are similar statistically are merged lo reduce the size of the concept network. Our knowledge classifier is constructed by training a meta-classifier to predict the presence of each concept in images. A Bayesian network is then learned using the meta-classifiers and the concept network. For a new image, the presence of concepts is first detected using the meta-classifiers and refined using Bayesian inference. Experiments have shown that combining classifiers using knowledge-based Bayesian networks results in superior (up lo 15%) or comparable accuracy to individual classifiers and purely statistically learned classifier S~N C~U~C S . Another contribution of this work is the analysis of the role o f visual and text features in image classification. As text or joint text+visual features perform better in classifying images than visual features, we tried to predict text features for images without annotations; however, the accuracy of visual + predicted text features did not consistently improve over visual features.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a major increase in available multimedia and in technologies to access the multimedia. Users oflen want to retrieve, filter and navigate multimedia at the semantic level (e.g., people). However, current multimedia applications use feahlres at the perceptual level (e.g., color) failing to meet user needs. For example, the study [5] found that less than 20% of the attributes used by humans in describing images for retrieval were related to visual features. In addition, the most popular user operation in the web image search engine WebSEEk [IO] was found to be subject hierarchy browsing. This paper focuses on image classification. Image classifiers can be used to annotate images with semantic labels. However, current approaches lack flexibility: they are oflen constrained to specific domains and trained on limited data sets.
Prior work on image annotation and classification can be reviewed in terms of input features, classifier st~cture, and class selection. [Y] , which learn Bayesian Networks (BNs) with classifiers as nodes. However, the BN is either manually entered by experts or automatically learned using costly statistical methods.
In this paper, we present novel approaches towards image classification using visual and text features. The main contributions of this work are the automatic selection of salient classes, and the combination of multiple classifiers based on knowledge extracted from annotated images. In addition, this work analyses the role of visual and text features in image classification. As text or joint text+visual features perform better than visual features [XI, we try to predict text features for images without annotations. We use the term "knowledge classifier" to refer to our image classification framework, and "knowledge network" to a concept network with associated media examples.
Knowledge networks are ConstNcted from annotated images by clustering the images based on visual and text features (perceptual knowledge); and disambiguating the senses of the words in the annotations using WordNd [6] and the image clusters (semantic knowledge) [2]. Visual, statistical and semantic relations are discovered among concepts (e.g., image clusters and words senses). Statistically similar concepts can be merged to reduce the number of concepts in the knowledge network. We propose to build a knowledge classifier for a knowledge network in two steps. First, we train a meta-classifier lo predict the presence of each concept in images using visual and text features. A meta-classifier can be the result of combining several classifiers of different types or feature inputs.
Then, a Bayesian network is learned using the melaclassifiers and the concept network. The presence of concepts in a new image is first detected using the meta-classifiers and this initial classification is refined using Bayesian inference. Text features are predicted for images without annotations using clustering and statistical approaches based on extracted visual features extracted from the images.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the knowledge discovery process. Section 3 describes the construction of the knowledge classifier. The way concepts are detected in new images is explained in section 4. Section 5 presents the experimental setup and results. Finally, section 6 concludes with a summary and some future work.
DISCOVERING KNOWLEDGE NETWORKS
The discovery of knowledge from annotated images consists of four steps (see [2] for details): basic image and text processing, perceptual knowledge extraction, semantic knowledge extraction, and knowledge summarization. The result is a network ofconcepts with associated image and text examples.
First, images and annotations are processed separately. Images are segmented into regions with homogenous color and edge. Then, features are extracted from images and regions such as calor histogram and size, respectively. Similarly, words in annotations are stemmed down to their base form and tagged with their part-of-speech (e.g., verb). Aflcr discarding stopwords and rare words, words are represented as vectors using wordweighting schemes such as tf* idfand lag tf* entropy.
Perceptual knowledge is discovered by grouping images into clusters based on their visual and text features. We use wellknown clustering algorithms: k-means, k-nearest neighbors, and self-organizing map algorithms, among others. Relationships among clusters are found based on centroid proximity and cIuster statistics. For example, a cluster is considered to have similarity relationships with its k-nearest cluster neighbors based on their centroids' distances. Clusters and cluster relations are concepts and concept relations in the knowledge network.
Semantic knowledge is extracted by disambiguating the senses of words in annotations using WordNet and image clusters. WardNet is a dictionsly that organizes English words into sets of synonyms (e.g., "rock, stone") and connects them with semantic relations (e.g., generalization) [6] . We assume images in the same cluster are oflen related semantically. The words annotating the images in each cluster are matched to the definitions of the possible senses of each word using wordweighting schemes. Disambiguated senses are added as concepts to the knowledge network. Relationships and intcrmediatc senses in the paths connecting disambiguatcd senses are found in WordNet and added to the knowledge network.
Finally, the knowledge network can be summarized by merging similar concepts (e.g., image Clusters and word senses). Merged concepts inherit all relations fmm individual concepts except for relations whose two vertices belong to the same merged concept. The distance among concepts in a knowledge network is calculated using a novel technique based on both concept statistics and network topology. The distance of a relationship between two concepts increases with the concepts' probabilities but decreases with the concepts' conditional probabilities through that relationship. The distance between any two concepts is the distance of the shortest distance path between them. Figure I shows examples of a concept network and a summarized concept network.
BUILDING KNOWLEDGE CLASSIFIERS
A knowledge classifier is built for a knowledge network in two steps: training meta-classifien to predict the presence of concepts in images, and building a Bayesian network using the metaslassitiers and the concept network.
First, one or more classifiers are trained to predict the presencc of a concept in images based on visual and text features. The class labels indicate concept presence strength such as {presence, weak presence, absence). For image clusters, the labels arc the presence or absence of an image in the cluster; for word senses, the quantized disambiguation scores. We use well-known classifien including NaYve Bayes (NB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Several two-class classifiers can leam more than two classes using the one-per-class coding technique. If multiple classifiers are built for a concept (e.g., for different features), the classifiers are combined into a meta-classifier using tcchniqucs like stacking and majority voting.
Bayesian Networks (BNs) are directed graphical models that allow the efficient and compact representation of joint probability distributions for multiple random variables. We propose two approaches to combine meta-classifiers using Bayesian networks (see Figure I ). In the first approach (BN:MC), the nodes of the BN are the meta-classifiers; each node is thus indirectly representing a concept. The topology of the BN is set to that of the concept network afler removing cycles. Each relation is assigned a direction in accordance with the cause-effect dependencies of a BN. if applicable (e.g., specialization: dog -> animal). Cycles arc solved by removing all relations between the first two adjacent concepts (i.e., connected by a relationship) in a cycle. In the second approach (BN:MC+RC), the BN has meta-classifiers and real concepts as nodes; where a real concept node directly represents the presence ofa concept. The arcs connecting real concept nodes in the BN are the relations in the concept network minus cycles. In addition, real concept ncdcs have incoming arcs from the metaclassifier nodes associated to adjacent concepts in the concept network. In both approaches, the parameters and the structure of the BN can be learned using standard statistical methods.
CLASSIFYING IMAGES
Once trained, the knowledge classifier uses the meta-classifiers to predict the presence of concepts in images. This initial prediction is refined using Bayesian inference.
For a new image, visual (and text) features are extracted from the image (and its annotations, if any). The features are inputted to the mcta-classifiers. In BN:MC, the concept labels predicted by the best meta-classifiers are entered as observed values of the corresponding nodes in the BN (phase MC). An expert decides the number of best meta-classifiers. The performance of a meta-classifier is the concept detection accuracy in training images. The labels of the other concepts are inferred using the Bayesian network (phase MC+BN). Unconnected concepts arc labeled using only the metaclassifiers. In addition, new concept labels for concepts detected using meta-classifiers can be refined or found using Bayesian inference (phase MC+2BN). and modeling the visual features of the images within each cluster using a Gaussian model (clustering approach). We predict the text features for an image as the center of the cluster associated with the most likely Gaussian model given the visual features of the image. We also adopt the statistical approach proposed for handling missing and unreliable acoustic data in 131. This technique models the distribution of features for the images of a given class using a mixture of Fuassian models with diagonal-only covariance. Toe predicted text features for a new image are the mean text features conditioned on the visual features ofthe image given a class.
S. EVALUATION
From a collection of 2706 nature images with annotations, 2437 were used to train knowledge classifiers with different parameters. The remaining 269 were used to test the performance of the classifiers in terms of classification accuracy.
Experimental setup
The collection of 2706 nature images was taken from the Berkeley's CalPhotos collection (http://elib.cs.berkeIy.
eduiphotos). The images in CalPhotos are labeled as plants (857). animals (818). landscapes (660) orpeople (371).
We use a few keywords from the annotations describing the main objects or people depicted on the pictures (e.g.. "plant, flower"). A knowledge network was constructed using the 2437 training images. Color histogram (166 bins) was extracted from the images; and log tf * entropy (125 bins with latent-semantic analysis) from the annotations. Color histogram has been pmven to be effective in retrieving natural images; in addition, it is w'dely accepted that log tf * entropy outperforms other wordweighting schemes in Information Retrieval. A concept network was then constructed using the senses of words in the annotations. The initial network of 52 semantic concepts, 47 specialization relations and 2 aggregation relations was summarized into 16 concepts and 13 specification relations. See Table I for a list of the most frequent words in the annotations, and concepts in the summarized knowledge network. Knowledge classifiers were then built for different classifiers, features. and structures, among others. We used the mean classification accuracy (for 16 concepts) to compare the resulting classifiers. For a concept, the accumcy is the percentage of testing images to which the concept is correctly assigned. Concept accuracies were weighted by I -p log (p), where p is the pmbability of a concept in the training annotations. Common and rare concepts are given less importance. The first author of this paper generated the ground truth of correct senses for words in all the image annotations. Table 2 lists the mean classification accuracy of knowledge classifiers built for (I) different features: color histogram (CH), log If * entropy (LE), predicted log tf * entropy using the clustering (CPLE) and statistical (SPLE) approaches, and combinations of these; (2) different meta-classifiers (or classifiers): SVM and NE; (3) different structures for the Bayesian network the meta-classifiers with no EN (MC no EN), EN of meta-classifien (BN:MC) and EN of mea-classifiers and real concepts (BN:MC+RC); (4) and learning the parameters (PA), and also the StNCtUre (+ST) afthe EN. The accuracies for BN:MC correspond to the best knowledge classifier at phase MC+BN or MC+ZBN using 2 or 8 meta-classifiers in phase MC. In addition, we include results for disambiguating senses in annotations and activating the corresponding nodes in the EN (+O), another way of using annotations in the classification. For baseline comparison, randomly deciding the presence of concepts in images resulted in accuracies of about 50%.
Experimental results
Toe classifiers in Table 2 use the correct senses of words in annotations during the knowledge network and classifier construction. We do this for the purpose of decoupling classification and disambiguation errors. If senses were disambiguated automatically, as described in section 2, only 65% of the words were disambiguated correctly. However, classification accuracies still reached 90% and 80% for SVM and NE, respectively, using color histogram + log tf * entropy and log If * entropy features. In addition, for both, correct and automatically disambiguated senses, we observed similar trends in the results for the same features, classifiers, etc.
As shown in Table 2 , if annotations are ovailoble for new images, the best performing systems use (1) the individual SVM meta-classifiers (MC no BN) and (2) the EN of SVM metaclassifiers and real concepts (EN: MC+RC), using either text features (LE) or text and visual features (CH+LE). The differences in accuracy of these systems are not significant. When annotarions are not available for classification (i.e., only color histogram inputs to meta-classifiers), the highest accuracy is achieved again for (I) the individual SVM me&-classifiers and (2) the BN of SVM meta-classifiers and real concepts. In both cases, using ond nor using omotntions, having real concepts in the EN o u t p e r f o d thc BN of meta-classifiers alone (BN:MC) by up to 15%. Although the improvements for the EN of meta-classifiers and real concepts are insignificant with respect to no combination of classifiers for SVM, gains of up IO 15% in accuracy where obtained for NE. These are good indications of the importance of including nodes comerpowding I O real concepts in the BN. In addition, combining classifiers using a EN can offer signi/icantpe$ormance gains that ore not ofleecred by speciJic doices of features ond classil)err.
Other conclusions can be drawn f" Table 2 . First, the SINCIUre of the knowledge network discoveredfiom annorated images using WordNef helps in clms~/jiq images. ENS of metaclassifiers (and, especially. of real concepts) whose structures were based on discovered knowledge networks consistently outperformed ENS with purely statistically learned strucmres by up to a 15%. In addition, observing values ofnodes in the BN based on disambiguated senses in annotations improves rhe accuracy and robusrness of knowledge classifiers even with text feature inputs (+O). As an example, the most accurate NB-based knowledge classifier used color histogram inputs and +O. Finally, predicting rat features using vi~ual fearures did not improve the most acntmte knowledge classifier with color histogram inputs and the SVM classifier. However, it improved the results of MC no BN and BN:MC for the NE classifier. Based on the results. a better way to impmve the classification of images without annotations would be to do Bayesian inference using predicted concepts labels as observed values of nodes in the EN (+0 with predicted concept labels).
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents novel methods for classifying images based on knowledge discovered f" annotated images. The main novelty of this work is to automatically use the extracted knowledge to discover salient classes, and to combine multiple classifiers for improved performance. Experiments have shown that combining classifiers based on knowledge discovered and summarized from annotated images using WordNet results in superior (up to 15%) or comparable accuracy to individual classifiers and purely statistically learned classifier structures. Another contribution of this work is the analysis of the role of visual and text features in image classification. As text or joint text+visual features perform better in classifying images than visual features, we tried to predict text features for images without annotations: however, the accuracy of visual +predicted text features did not consistently improve ovcr visual features. Directions for future work are discovering knowledge from and classifying image regions, determining concepts that are accurately detected using classifiers, and identifying concepts that are applicable to image andlor regions. We envision the use ofthis information to refine discovered knowledge networks. 
